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ABSTRACT

A mMary of the principal s©a and ground clutter measurement program
is . presented and their results are comparado
is reviewed for both sea and ground return0

The ï principal theoretical “work
The theories reviewed include

the corrugated surface* drop^ and facet theories of sea clutter and the
slightly rough surface and thin lossy cylinder theories of ground clutter0
In addition* several miscellaneous theories based upon hypothetical siatíü=
tical descriptions of the surface (such as arrays of spheres) are diseusesdo
A comparison of the theoretical conclusions with the experimental results
is made for each theory and the present status of our understanding of ground
return is reviewedo
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INTRODUCTION.

loi

The Clutter Problsm.
The propagation of slsetronnsgnstic waves over- a rough surface has

been a subject of interest for many years»
sifted by the advent of radar practice«

This interest was greatly inten»

In radar¡, the scattering of waves

from the ground can be either detrimental or beneficíalo

For example* in de¬

tection or tracking of targets on or near the surface* it ia necessary t® bs
able to distinguish the target from the background clutter due to reflections
from the surface itself«

In such applications* the ground return Is dsiri»

mental to the desired operation of the radar system»

On the other hand* in

navigation* position location* and reconnaissance by ground mapping* the ground
return itself is the desired “target8 information* and the most important ote»
acteristio is the contrast obtainable between objects (such as buildings*, for
example*) aid their immediate surroundings.

Consequently* in order to design

radrr systems intelligently* a knowledge of ground return characteristics is

- ^ ^tvlbutsd tegetâ like terrain &r the sea, the b±z® of th® target
depends on the radar parameters| in particular* the target area illuminatsd
depends on the antenna bsamiddth and the pulse length0

In exploring scattering

mschanisms^ it is desirable to be sbla to normalize the maasured power to &.
valu© which is independent of the radar parameters o

This cm be done when th©

scattering properties ar© uniform over the illuminated area* in which casa the
scattering is said to be area-extensiveo

By dividing the radar area by the il¬

luminated area* Goldstein ¡lj, pop " introduced the dijiarisionless quantity
#

.
Numbers in square brackets refer to the References in Section ?oD
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■where A Is ths area illuminated by the radar bea% and f ie the radar area9

îmieh is defined by the familiar radar equation
tTj
in v&îch Pr and
â is tha

(lo2)

Pt ar® ths reoeived and transmitted powers, reepectlireïy,

aatôma gai% R is tfa® distsuca betten ths radsr and th©

M,

and F is the mundnation factor describing the interference pattern
du© to the direct and ground reflected wares o Si n®st wc^k§ F

is

to

On© rese^röh group (Ohio State University ântemim Laboratory) mm a
modified quantity related to Cs â iMoh is obtained by diriding cT by th®
projection of the illiimiBsted area nojml to the radar hem directionc This
quantity^ for which they use the syr^ol ¥ $ thus is equal t©

<r°

(lü3)

wh©r@ 0 is the elevation angle of the incident bsem0
Althôu^i f0 strictly should ba used only for homogeneous scattering
suri&cess nevertheless the tendency has been to use it even for heterogeneous
scattererso In such cases^ the valu© of ö°ö deduced is sœà awrage of the

í

IE
ß
[I
II

varying scattering function over the illuminated araio Thus when m speak in
terms of the quantity

s what usually will be meant is this average mhia0

■ In gQi^srali, C® is a function of th© charastariatice of the incident
wave and the nature of th© surface e

The wav© c-toacteristics which are of

impórtanos are the frequency^ polarisation* and the depreseion angle (or ele¬
vation ^glo at the ground) 0 ïhs surface properties which are of importance
ai*ô rc*ny in nan'ber and variety0 These ara roughly divisibla into two eat©gorier* -¿he form of tha surface^ and its electrical properties o Under the

I

swfacs fora are intslaáad such ohatacterlstics as ground conteur t, sk¿ protu*
beraaces such as TOgetation, feessj îïuildingss whiclesj mxl ßMsasääo a®
elsstrical propsrtlss sps ths dJ^iastrlc sons «aut and cOndHßtiTä,fcy {âsd ssä”
tiras the psrmaabîlity), which;« in tum« dsparrf sigalficsntly on moisture con¬
tant for many typas of terrain s Samanta., It is ©vidant« ttorefora® that tha
oînttar problem îrarolvss a large nombsr of variables. If ofchar tbæ a pursîy
stwirieal approach to tbs problem is to fcs made« it is œcassssj to detormina
the natur-s of the controlling rsss&anisras. If aji@ cs® bs dono« man it
atauM bs posslbla to predict obaractsristle® ©f the environment in tsfeich a
radar is being desired to oparats,
1,2 Or^oni^s.tion of too stoport.
The purpose of this -.fspert is 'to give © eajttæay of the prinsipal in»
TOstigations which have baan made of the eluttar problem. This will inolmd®
exprinsKtal measuremast pre^ams« as well as theories ïâîieh have been at*
¥sns@d to explain the observations, la psrtlealar« m shall attempt t© point
out the underlying assumptions (explicit or inpHcit) braver poasibl®, Coa=
par-ison of the theoretical and sxpsrissnttl results will be asda is srusr t©
arriv® at a msasura of ugafulness.
Some of the papers covered by this review ara olassifisd. To avoid slasii.llcation of the entire report« it ma decided to segregate tha discussion @f
the classified papero into a classified supplement. In

tœys tîj®- bulk @f

the matorrlal could be eoMinicated :ln. an unelsssified report, ál&ouglí t.h-ia
Is not ti® most desirable coures from the standpoint of a unified p’eseatation«
nevertheless it was felt that the greater freedom in distribution and use ®f as
unclassified review of the field «Quid outweigh the di*. vantage of a ssparsts

eoversge of the classified wcscko
The expert «ant al results rtll be presented firsts in order to bring out
the essential features which a successful theory mast reveal» This rtll ba
presented in See« 2P Of meessity. this portion of the present report rtll be
itieoraplate. since it dees not include the results which are classified» In
Seec 3 itecragh Seo» %s various theoretical treataiants will be dissusoedj, woâ
thair rsaults oonpared with the available expsrtsasntal svidease,

Biis will fea

foUewBd by & gamrsl mmmxy af the "state of the art'1 with respect to the
present understanding of the phenomenon of ground return»
2oQ RKVmW OF EXPERXMESTAL EKSÜLTS» ‘
201 General»
Ths return from the sea and frora many difCerbrnt typ«s of lanti w
been me¿®ared by several organisations in an endeavor to obtain information
on th® natuM of the return and the effect of the various parwtars on which
it depends» The radar cross section par unit w@a of ground is a function ©f
the frequency® polarisation and angle of incidence of the electromagnetic œvs»
The cross section als® depends upon the surfae® roughness and the wind»

Sga

return dspands upon the arngito bateen the direction ©f propagation and the triad
direction» Ground return depaads upon the composition and sis® of the objects
absvB the ground and their «ter content» The results of the •¡nsasurenKmts tMoh
have been mads to determine the affects of thés® par ans tors are described bâlsii»

202 Hgagureront ft-ograas.
ïfeasuramsnts of radar bade scattering hava been undertaksn by mas^organisations both in this country and abroad» Soma of the mors Important

h

measur0non\>

^ are described and their results are comparedo

In son®

instances these results are ihcoasiétcnto Uni'ortunat©!^ insufficient information is generally given regarding system accuracies and methods of call-,
bration^ so that it is not possible to determina whether the

í§

du© to the equipment or to differences in the actual parameters mearo*©d0

Also

there is no over abundance of msaswed data0 The experimental programs are de¬
scribed below in approximately chronological order 0 The important results ©f
these measurements are then compared to determine the manner in which 0a® íi
affected by the various parameters*,
2o20l MIT Radiation Labóratelo
The results of measurements made by the Radiation Laboratory
appear in th© literature in several places 32«350,o
Th©se msasureiaents were made along the liew England coast at elevation©
from ?0 to 120 feet and at uavolengths from 902 to 1025 emo

The measurer^nts

include depression angles from 0o3° to 20^ and include sea states fr^n slight
chop to rough seas with 1¾. foot waves 0

The results of these measurements show

that for calm seas the return for vertical polarization can be as imich as
30 db greater than the return for horizontal polarisation at 9o2 and 3o2
The accuracy of the measurements is given as 2 db at 302 and 9,,2 cm0 This sug¬
gests that interference lobes caused by reflections from the surface play a
rol© in the badMcattering process«.
The Ti^amn^ments also show that th©

versus depression angle ( 0 )

curves have a large slope for small, values of ©

and a smaller slope at in¬

termediate values of © o The angle at which this slope changes is called th©
i

critical angle and varies from X degree for rough seas to p degrsos für calm

2¿2o2 BoroÍBioB Physical

•

Tu® Doppler shift of enermr reflected from the sea hm ham

' ; m&agxBred at 13 «Sö Megacycles in lew Zealand ¡|¡ « Ths equiprr^nt used to t0Êã
thés® B^as^resient^ is not described^ Á typical spectrum made idth (a,wa?ë,
ant3yser ie shoMx in 51go lo

&is spectrum is ©scplainad by aseufidng Ä^re»

flection is from a diffraction grating moving with' the velocity of wmir©e whose
length is Jyk

where Â is the radar wavelengths

202®3 laval Hoaearch I^bQratory^ ^awi -Propagation Brandie
The fere Propagation Branch used airhcrna radars for the-m©»*
urewit of sen clutter for several years o These radars operated at 12^0 meaiîd 9300 m$ and were mounted i»@atä the wings of the aircraft© The
aircraft. also contained meteorological instruments^ and oceanographic meaiureîi^nt© were made ©f the sea simultaneously with the radar measire^Ets© Tm
radars mre capable of measuring the sea clutter s5!multaneously at all the
frequencies snd mre capable o? measuring the reflected power on the transa
raltted polarisation aid the orthogonal polarisation §£Tr,§ © Th© results ©£
neãatrementâ mm in October 19$5 are shown in Fige© '2 mñ 3o The results of
similar measurements made in ëemmj 1956 are shorn in Figs© It^To

'J^es©

^aeuremeEts iridic&te that C" ia greater for vertical poïarisation^ hisser
wiM speedy and normal inciden©® o latar maasïsrements show that
portional to

in the interval from

iß pro¬

1 to lii degrees as shown in Fig© 8 ¡ff <¡>

Tlies® measurements can be explained qualitatively at to? depression angles by
the 'presene© of interference lobes and at high angles by the existence of ve*>
fleeting areas aU.gn©d perpendicular to the incident wave normal©

2e20l¿ Johns, Hopidna Ualversitsr Hadíation faboyatowo
Jahns hopîdjiB university Mãiation Laboratory made saa cl'uttsr
n»aeuran®nts from the bow of a ship in the Atlantic Ocean in Moirember 19%$ o
Msssarssssnts îèra asds at 9<,6„ 2^^ 3¾ and k9 tes. îha raasnremenfcs w meh
frequency' were msde aiaîltangonsly0 MeasuraMits were made on ysrticsls te»
iãontal and circular polarisation. The aea varied from cata with It to 10 knot
winds to moderate^ hasty with a £6 knot wind || „ Some of the maasured re¬
sults are shown in Figsa 9 and 10» Kg» 9 shows that the variation ©f «P®
with depression angle has the ssme characteristics fren %6 is 35 kmc» Fig» 1C»
shows that the variation ©f ¿T3 with frequency is constant far depression
angles abmrs 70a»
2 »2 »5 HIT Lincoln Lasôrators»»
The Ml Unsim Laboratory agd® sea clatter wasurwnts at 18
and 2¾ raage^elss in January 1?55

»

Bis Masurcaents ware saado frs® a

Aom imstallation at Plum &!æd® îhas® msasaraBienta iidieata a vaine of
of approsdmatsly «43 *% m average d^plsr fesquascy of about 042 cyelto psr
second at 10»39 » md a dopptor frequency of 0»5 eyel® per sseoad at gb»? ««»
This îndieatas the reflection at these frequsncâas îe .ftfora a diffraction grat¬
ing moving with the velocity ®f taras whose length is half the radar wavelength»
2«2o6 Ifaval Eaaaarsh Labm-’ateT, Hsdio Aüfa^yiu»? Bt»an^fa.
5®L made back scattering n@asurerc«nts owsr water ITosn a bridp
across tha Potomac Siv9rs sud made measurements over Sand fTosa appraachss t@
bridges in Louisiana and Tesas» ‘ I-feasuremsnts iiere made at wavelengths of
3»2 ci% X«25 cm and B06 îsm» However¡, thess n@asur©¡rants ware not sads sim«*
ultaßsö'jsly» xhs »parements covered depression angles froa 10® to 90° |J »

The results of these measurements are shorn in Figs0 H —
indicate that

€Q for sea clutter varies as

of 60° and sear normal incidene©«

XH

iBo These Figures

below a depression angle

The ground clutter

imà^èmâts indicate

a strong dependence upon the type of vegetation and the moisture content

of

that vegetation©

202oT

Georgia Institute of Technology Engineering Experiment Station©
The Georgia Institute of Technology made sea return measurements

during 1955 from a tower at Boca Raton* Florida flljj ©

Maasursmenta were mad©

at 6o3 ^nd 35 Isno with antenna, heights between 35 and 121}. feet above the sea
surface©

The s@a is described as goner ally consisting of short-crested waves

covered with chop^ with occasional swellQ

This study indicates that for do®

pression angles below l|° empirical formulas can be fitted to the measured data
at 6o3 and 35 kmc which indicate that cfe varies as

for horizontal pó»

larisation and as W^oö for vertical polarisation where W is the mnd speed in
knots©

These experiments also show that the spectrum at 35 kmc is five times

as wide as the spectrum 6 ©3 kmc©

2d2o8

University of Illinois Control Systems Laberatorjo
The Control Systems Laboratory measured

clutter near the

Mew England coast with an airborne coherent X-band radar in the fall ©f 1¾¾^ '
ïhe aircraft altitude ms varied from 500 to

2500 feet© The measurements wer©

made at depression angles between 0o^° mid 20ö©

The aircraft flew at an air

speed of about 150 knots with the radar antenna fixed in the direction of the
ground tracks by adjusting it for maximum doppler frequency shift©
return from a 250»foot range interval was gated for recording fxl ©

The radar
These

measurements indicate that for calm seas tha doppler spectrum is syranettical

e

in shape o te rough seas the spectrum is wisgrraetrleaX* xcl.th the doxrjnidMmoving scattorers c:?r,t«jibuting to the broader side of the spectrum*

This can

be explained bj assuming the back scattering takes place from facets ^hos©
sl^pe distribution is

along the up^ind^do^^ind ssle*

2o2o9 Ohio State University Antenna Laboratoryo
Measurements of radar back scattering from land have been made
by the Antenna Laboratory at 10s X5o5 sud 35 1«- with horizontal and vertical
polarisation from a boom mounted on a trucko

Ifeasuremsnts wer© made itasltan®

©ously at the three frequencies for various types of terrain, such as concret©
and asphalt roads, tall and short dry and wet grass* and plowed fields jl¡! 0
These measurements show that for smooth ground C@ decreases rapidly with
depression angle and may decrease as much as 25 <fb from 80° to 20s, while for
rough ground th© decrease may b© less than 5 dbo
influence of interference lobes 0
phalt roads y ff®
two^inch grass o

This indicates the possible

For smooth ground, such as concrete and ae-

varies approximately as
Also, for smooth ground CT®

, while it varies as

5C§

for

is 5-to 10 db greater for v©r~

tied polarisation than for horizontal polarisation for a depression angle of
20°s

má less than 5 db greater at a depression angla of 0Q° at 35 kmce For

rough ground there is little dependence of

2o 2 olQ

on polari^ation0

Johns Hopkins University Applied Basics Laboratory,-,

The Applied Physics Laboratory mad© measurements of
from grassland from
llination y o

depression angles

xt® return '

9»k lerac to 35 kmc using both horizontal and vertical po¬

These measurements xære made from a SS^foot tower and included

15^ to

-

Tb0 terrain ^ç dsscr^^0^ oe

^^ otroi

•

pastura with mixed green grase from 12 to 16 inches high before mowing* and
k inches high after mowing0

These measurements indicate that <T^ is 205 db

greater on vertical than horizontal polarisation at 9ok kms* l0$ db greater
at %6*$ km and IS db less at 35 kms0
^«3 Comparison of Experimental Results for Sea Retomo
The i^asursmeiits wfeic-h hmm been per-formsu hwre yielded data 0¾
the effect of the -various parameters on the return from water0 In order to
obtain a picture of the effects of these factors* the data, from the measure«»
mente is compared for each of the parameters0

The variation of. IF® with

frequenejj polarisation* depression angle, and wind speed and direction ia
exâMîfâdo

Aleo* the measurements of the characteristics of clutter fluetu«»

ations will be discussed©
2o3o! Variation of

T-jjth feeqneRcy»

Tte manner in which C® totíss with frequency depends upon
the other parameters which affect sT3 * Recent measurements of sea clutter
taten ñ?ora the bow of a ship are shown in Fig, ?„ These measurements indicate
that

is independent of frequency for depression angles greater than fO0

for vortical psMrissatioao Sijgilar results wera found for horisontal polsr- isatloHo Fen- smaller depression angles the variation deponds upon the sea
state i

varies from about

)C^ for calm seas to A* for rough seas for

frequencies between 10 and 50 I» ¡3,0, p0235i 35 p^i-l It, p05lí| o 'flic re-»
suits of water measurements mads frora a bridgs are shown in ilg, H [p, p07ff|
From Figo 31 it can be sacn thatb clow a depression angle of 60° the variation
of r° with wavs length is proportional ta

X1

from 10 to 3¾ kmc» Fig0 11

also indicates that

A

Taries as

near vertical incidence^ but that

the .frequency dependence is lers obvious at intermediate angles near 60°o
2o3o2

Variation of

with Polarizations

the return from the sea depends upon the sea state0

1

For calm

’ f 1,

seas the return for vertical polarization can be as much as 20 to 30 db
greater than the return for horizontal polarization ¡2^ po3|

h*

p¿5l2s 10* po22^3

ÂXsò5 sea clutter often has a noise-like appearance for vertical polarisation
and a spiky appearance for horizontal polarisation
this characteristic is shown in

Fig0

19*

p^o

An example of

The fact that 'the polarisation de¬

pendence of (f0 depends upon the sea state or wave height suggests that the
polarisation dependence is caused by the illumination of tha surface by the
interference pattern of the radar fieldo

2o3o3o

Variation of CT*5* with Depression Angle.,

For sea water the variation of Cc with depression angle is
great near'vertical incidence arid is much lass for small depression angles
[l3? po 9771 10^ p,22!0o

The decrease in

with depression angle is greater

for "calm seas than rough seas* as shorn in Fig0 2 jj5 po32j0

The variation of

with depression angle can be liu db or more as shown in Figso

9

and ll0

’

From Fig« II it can be seen that the clutter* is large near normal incidence
aid dropa off sharply to a depression angle of approximately
pression angle of

60° the variation of (p® with angle is less rápido For

horizontal polarization at 220 me.
1 and lh degrees

6ö°e Below a de¬

\99

Poójo

<FG

is proportional to @á

for ©

For vertical polarization at 2ho7 me

-h3 db for small depression angles^ ítóch is the sama as C*0

between
is about

at 10 kmc

\jls

polj a

The measurements also show that the

versus depression angle ( © )

curves have a large slope for small values of © and a smaller slope at in¬
termediate values of © o The angle at which this slope changes is callad
the critical angle and varies from x degree for rough seas to 5 degrees for
calm seas

poSloj*
2=)3ok Variation of (f 0 ^ith An^.e to the Wind»
For sea retums 6"°

is larger for the upwind heading than the

downwind heading, with íT® for the cross wind diraeiion being slightly Mabarthan the dovmwind value for vertical polarization^ and either higher or lower ,
for horizontal polarisation ¡J, pui|.

3ha upwind-downwind ratio can be as

large as 10 db at X band [2S pu3¡0 For horizontal polarization at 220 me there
is little variation to

,.ith azimuth f9s p06j <, A measurement made at

higher depression angles revealed that «T0 is independent of azimuth from
10 to 33 icme at a depression angle of 6o°0
2a3a3 Variation of

with Hind Spaedo

For sea clutters d"0 increases with increasing wind spesd for
angles below vertical incidence from 10 to 30 kmc [ljs

10s p022f] o For

wave heights above four feet there is little increase in rs with wave height o
For vertical incidence the trend is umxal3j reversed [lo]&

For dépréssion

angles less than ?00^ an increase in ^Jind speed from 5 to 25 knots can in«
ereasa C° by more than 20 db in the 15-35 kne frequency rang© jX35 Po97fjo
f&r depression angles below h°¿> empirical formulas have been fitted to the
measured data at 6o3. and 35 kmc which indicate that <r° varias as
p A

horizontal polarisation and as W c
vànd speed in knots ¡Jl^ p085-8^ 0

for

for vertical polarization^ where W is the

2o3o6

Clutter FIuctuaf.:lon;g0

'

.

Sea clutter fluctuations often have. a spilcy appearance on a
radar A-scops indicator,,

Btöse spites are more prominent and occur at larger

graaîng angles 1er horizontal polarization, and are found at larger pulse
widths on L-band than on X-band on horizontal polarization.

The spite struc¬

ture is finer on X-band ¡6, p02¡.
For horizontal polarization at 220 me, the sea clutter fluctuation-rates
are highest for the cross-wind heading.

The cross-wind echoes often have

twice the period of ocean waves of half the radar wavelength [?, PJj „
For calm seas the dopplor spectrum is symmetrical iXl. shape.

For rough

seas the spectrum is unaymmetrical with the downwind moving scatterers c«itributing to the broader sido of the spectrum [35, p.SóJ,.

Doppler shifts ef

0,,5 cps at 2ho? me, 0.1*25 cps at 18,,39 me, and 0.38 cps at 13.5 me have been
measursd.

Band widths of the spectrum from 2 to 2(¾¾ bave been measured, at

thes® high frequencies ¡5* p„682ï 12]0

The spectrum at 35 kmc is 5 times as

wide as the spectrum at 6,3 k««s []]*,, poô:^.
The sea clutter spectrums stew periodic variations due to the large sea
wave So
35 tom.

The amplitudes of the periods are rn.d0per*ciontV
V

/"if "

*>.1+1. -so...

•C». __£
£

i. .

wj. aA «a^UaííCjy .1 rOflî O 1Û0

There is also a fast random fluctuation whose frequency is proportional

to the wind speed and radar frequency.

There is also a slower random fluctu¬

ation which is independent of'frequency and larger for horizontal polarisabxvñ

n* o

/•«n

{J.40 PoOij o

2o1» gaffilgjigon. of Experimental Results .for Ground. Ret-qra.
Some of the measurement programs mentioned in Sec. 2.2 above have
yielded data on ground return.

These measurements are compared below for each

parameter o _ The variation of (T0 with frequency, polarisation^ depression
angle«, wind speed and direction, and surface roughness is examined* as we 13
as the measurements of the characteristics of. clutter fluctuations 0

2olí_Yaríatíon of ú' " with F:coqji.cncyo
For ground return the frequency dependence is a function of
the type of terrain«

For smooth ground such as concrete and asphalt roads«

r?rt-“’ vcu- .-wd aü /'i .LOr
(T0 varies approximately
STJT*
•H
liigh grass Li6| 0 The results
recent measurements of various typvs of terrain
<" *

e'irß shown m Tigs0 12

Iß«

-

ÿ

i*at^»a.T3

V

m .*

n
n ä *•<
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Ç

^
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FigP 12 shows that wet marsh, lands covered with

tall plants have a somewhat unusual frequency characteristic from 3*2 cm to
80C; ïTiïiîo

That iss the value of (Tc for 3«2 era lies between the values fore

led!) cm and 806 mm0

The same effect was notad in a non^homogensous terrain,

composed of marshland^ sand and bushes as shown, in Figo J.3o

Fi^So

76

ind.’.c. ■ ue tint terrain covered with trees having foliage,, and terrain covered
wiuh short or tall dry grass have cross sections which vary apprexinately as
o

Figs « 1 ï and 18 .¿.Ilústrate the ex feet of moist-

content on the fvQ-

quency dependence of the ground return* _ For wet terrain it can be seen that
the ground return at lo2p cm. is considerably reduced by the presence of the
water* the return for 8C6 mm is increased and the return for 3 «2 cm is sub«
stantially unchanged for depression angles between 30° and fiO0* and is in¬
creased at the other angles a
2oJt»2 Variation of (T'c' with Polarization^
For smooth ground <T3 is 5 to 10 db greater for vertical po¬
larisation than for horizontal polarization at a depression angle of 20° P and
less than S db greater a'- a depression angle of 80° at 35 kmc* For rough
lit

gromd there is little dependence of <T0 on polarization [ló]0
F« S 6T« paíto «a, u to 15 iooh ^

r. iB 2t5 ^ OTtt8r

o» »««toi polarization «an horizontal polarization at M, tm, 1S *
greater at 160$ fee and 1.5 db less at 35 kne [if},
2°h°3 ^^LoLXli^th Depression ^

1

FO^ írr» ni m/4
-—am uue vanaron with depression angle depends

upon the nature of the terrain. For smooth ground *Te decreases rapidly Mth
depression angle and may decrease as much as 25 db from 80° to 20°s while f«
rough ground the decrease mar beJLess than 5 db

is meh larg9r at

normal incidence for snooth ground than for rough ground. Figs, lg _ .¾
and Figs, 20 -. 2h givB typica! values for ground return lg 0 Bare spots in
Í/ÍÍ0 Ip^öUfKi i-ÜlCr^SSS© ö*31^ fsfj nOS^ÏÎÎiO '1 vtr*^rlenvm**
,
rmatl lneid@nc0^ ^ wet spots ineress® it mn
mr®*

2°hi,k ^^LSLSI 'ri-th tevl* to the Wrul.
Measurements of the variations of ground clutter tòth wind direetiosi have not been located©
24o5 Vgriatioa of g°° td.th Wind Snaed,
Maasursmants of the variation ©f ground oluttar with wind
have net been located.
2^°6 M|gti£SL°g_C0 with Surfaca Roggmgea,
For ground return, r6^
866133 t0 haTO

increases with increasing rougtoess1

UPPer liMt' of “3 db to »? db fro, 10 to 35 kmc for sraall de

pression angles. However, near vertical incidanoa r° iB larger for smooth
»,arj fnv* ¿»«su oui-icAcea
_,»_^ |j,o5
f\ s Po^lf
^o
--.
15
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2aho? Clutter Fluctuations«>
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Mo doppler measurenmts for groimd return have be on located in
the unclassified literatureo
3o0

1

SEA CIlfTffil m&mm 5©

3d .¾¾ Omuml®d Surface Theory
s0ne theorj ^hich has been proposed for sea eluttsr is the corrugated
surface theoiy©

In this theory the eea is assumed to be mad® up of long^c^d«*

indrical mvQB t&th sinusoidal or trochoidal cross sections «
To calculate it™ it is assumed that the surface consists of raves
amplitudes and lengths both have Gaussian distributions \k9 ppoïMHSfèîj » Th©
probability density function assumed for the amplitude is
■rif!-- ^ e”^K

C3^i)

téier© A is the mean amplitud© of the ^aveso
of the wavelength is assumed to be

The probab

.

-S

daasity function

3
-ÔÎ

fiKi *rWrr ê

(3.1.2)

toiler© L is the mean length of the waves and $2 is the standard deviation Of
th© wamtagtho
the

?m> a sinsupoid^l mm of length q large compared t® X $

scattered back to the radar is givan by
-

fa
'S(@) «X 5

’
-

wliare

E*k 5in
^^Cos@i

By s Í|Í. s;m ©s

s

'

(3alok)

^

(3.1.5)

-

.

(3,1.6)

and 0 is the depression angle* For long low '¿¿avs® Ös is m&H compared to
L and the result is Q3

i
■)

0=Xo7)

íàism

e 3^L,S¿H#S
4¾

C3oX<.e)

yn» ^™coã©j

(3*Âo5)

and Xr4 i® tbs modified Bessel function ®í order m 0 For Bmll depression
angles mah that
<

(ctr^A

}

,aïwl -ta
sr® -ájL~«/ÍtÍÍ
3 s«M?2Íe j fWo

Í3o1=3jÚÍ
(3 oi.-.11)

Per small sngXss such that
©«ik*

Öol.l2)

Ce .4

(30ls33)

t^here
(3ololS|)

A!
For large angles sach that

(3ol.lS)

ie jsr sin©
A

¢3,1.16)

Th® äcppler shift râserirsd fer ssa clutter has also been described ir»
terms of naves ¡jijo

waves ai’’® asemsad to have a stesisoidsl shape aM

a small amplitude „ • The viscosity of the vates? is assumed to be mm snd the
doppler shift is attributed to waves whose lengths ara aa lïrtegraX Esarèer
of half wavelengths at the radar frequency moving radially with.respect
to the radafo Tha velocity of s sinusoidal sea wav® of length L is
(3oI»I7)

1?

Hte© g

is th© acceleration due to gravity Th© doppler shift.du© to

naves of length L = -{|r ffiovteg radially toward the radar is

¥ Æ-

(3.1(.18)

it has bean .shown that if all dirediicra of wav© motion ar© eqtaaU^0 likely
the doppler shifts «i to tech around the value for radial motion [l^ pjjfj
This is becsuss the radial component la •& cosins itoction which changes
slowly about its ®as±miM near the radial directif ê^.ctegés rapidly sea^
the tangential'directiono
The corrugated surface theory does espl&in th© observed doppler shifts
and the high, reflection near normal incidenceG However* it d@gs not accOTit
for the measured values of clutter obtained at small depression angles aM
it does not properly account for the critical angle fl§£ p$22\ 0 TMs tha^y
does not ©stplain polarisation dependence of clatter or the depasrienc© of &m
clutter on the angle to the winds,
3o2 The Drop Theory^
^

_

,

. - , )1

Oss theory which was teitisUy propasad f@r sea ctottsr is the Drop
Theory

p0522»52?| |] „ Accortüig t@ the drop theory^ -Míe wisd cmasa

Sprsÿ dropuLsts te be thrown into the air. These droplets intercept oes es»
t

mor© of the interference lobes and reflect the incident emr^ back t© -the
radar« For eajm seas the drops are not thrown up to large heights and d©
B@t reach the first interfemic© lob© so that the return for 'fertieal
isstion is stronger than that for horisontal polarisation« As • the rougîmes®
increases^ the difference between polarisations decreases o
To calculate

the retira from drops of a given sis© at a given height

is expressed in terms of the cross section of a single drop* the number of
drops per unit area and the interference lobe structur©© The drop sise dis**18

tribution is assumed to be independent of the drop, height and an integrati«
is perfowned wer ali drop sises to obtain an average radar cross section par
drop» Fimlly, it is ascnmad that the distribution of draps «ith height fol»
asm tii© bsr»etric im„ and an integration wer all heights is p*fam8a t®
©btain C® 0
®'10 wess section per unit area is given by

1

Í^^nír,») F^Ca^.X) ¿mdri

0,2'D

'"“aFÖ FÍS'ê;^ ^ the Frapagation factor which describes the interference
ii gi^0ji by

-¿(Zkôm + Ò)
F* ,f-?e
tee ß

.

f

(3,2.2)

«ä ^ ®e the «plitude tssä phase of the reflection coefficient

of the sea respectively»

«L ^ ^

is the radar welength, B

is the

depression angle, r is the radius of the W drop, S is the height @f
the drop above tha sea, and n(r,g) is the distribution function of the
msfer of drops per unit aroa of radius r sfc a height s *
On the assumption that the distribution of drops in height is indépendant
of the radius^

ntlr))n%l^) ,

(3.2.3)

sud the czfosb ©oetion is
_
"here ^

v-8^ MW }

(3oSols)

is til0 8Verag0 cr«s section per drop and N is the total nntfeer

of drops per unit area of the sea0 It is assumed that the distribution @f
drops tdth height foil« the barometric law

nz(%)

(3o2a$)

Fer horizontal polarisation .^ | 9 é-7T and equations (3o2o2),
and (3o?S) Tive

19

ö^h)

N5:&

_

(3A6)

%@ drop theory provides ^ qualitative esqjlaiiation of the polarisatipa
©f ssâ clutter, siaee the interference lobes ÍUandnaiing the drops are differeiiV I® the different polarisatte.

The fact that t&a drops m threw

up higher to produce racre bach scattering in higher ïdndt giW8 a qualitetiw
esplsastion of fchs incrsas© in radar cross section with iniereasing ^r<d Sijegd6
The predicted variation of

^with # , the depresión -angle, is also in

agree®nt Äh the ««a.

Tfe drop tteo^ hewswr, does

espíala th® ^served feeqBsaqy depsndenc® of sea clatter,

p^par^

item equation -

(3=2,-6), a variation proportional to ^ la obtained for small angles «I
a variation proportional to Ä

for large Mgleg otsly if the iiMtiviámal

drr/p cross sections are Independent of frequency.
»eh largar than thess observed.

This would require drops

The drop ttaoiy has not been ertsMed to

asplfdn the fluctuations of clutter in teras ©f the ransfen ^©partias of th®
sis© Slid ourÉísr dis teibn^loMi o

3o3 The Facet Theo^»
This theory assumes that the surface of the sea is composed of
many flat facets which scatter the incident energy fe, goj,

Tfe calculation

of CTS is divided into to parts, that îor^mU depression anglas and ttiat
for large angles, Fer sraall angles tho seattering feem small and large efe.»
culm? plates is calculated ad thase calculations are extrapolated ta intermedias sisas, C® iS asn calsulated from the average value ©f 0" f«?
s.risn and larga plates in terms of the number and slops distributions of the
facets. For small disks and horizontal polarisation -the average radar area

2©

«sí«?®

4(0)

(4)r(l t C4r®

#)"

(3o3o2)

He yate* asps® of a larga raetaigalw facet is

0-^(4

C3»3o3)

felfâSra

â
«= kw^e^-y,

Í3.3J.a¡

r leL^Í^O,

i,.,.«

^ - C^» |3
0

and th® aagïas

^

§ ^ s

gTEsing Baglas*,
I©

ê

t- í&^t- ß £^>B fi-eaoúá ^

md

í’ ar® defined by Fig»

aM

(SoSoIje)
25« F«

dan be replaced by Its avwag©^

Putting k/- L beeaus© th© ifl/©rage of all rectangular shapes is a

&qmm0

the result is

cr - «A
where

ktiãy 'sa>

•■

öj-a

(3o3o6a)

J^Wif

{3,3,6b)

are 1âî@ erosiíáLsia and the »pwlr^ eosiponeats of slop®f respectiv@ly0 Th©
radar umm for small circulai* diste and large square facets hav© the sama
¥e3ji© at m area
'

.

(3o3o?)

where kz~2ñ/*$*
contributions from the facets @f TOïying sise and slop© ar© BtDTuisd
by assuming that the phase© of th© scattered waves are raneta# so that th©

pornm cm b© added directivo It ia also assmfâd that, the slope and &lm ~ '
distributions are independsnto Thm? if '3 is th© facet

<re* S! $($?($)&($,A) elfiás?
^©re

PCs)

?
C3o3,8)

is the probability density of facet -stop©®* má' |sl(A) to

th@ mtósr dsneity of facet aises» Since cxpmimn&s kmf@ shorn that CT® ia
«J*

prepor-tionsl te À

e M C â ) Is assiiœd is be ©f the fern
N(AW

.NaA“W7

'

(3.3.9)

whers Ne la a ccmstastc If MU) is small f#r the largest md ssasllsst
facet ar©aa^ the limits of integration can be extended t@

and infinity

and
Í

N„ [{>Av"4Aí JV"A)!. (3.500)

Applying aquatic® (3.3.7) ató lattis^ r^2m-H' gims
(3«3oíl)

¡N(é)^ñ-SÉL^AZ,
M^~n)

J

and

TS/sj,

&& &»0
e»o

°" "

^ F(35' »â8^ $

. (3o3oSS)

Iheas «se is nmde of the exprinsntally determined prsbâiility «tesisity dis¬
tribution [25J
h,

.

-s

ní„¡,)-

,

s

'

I I- %'ir-Or,

” ^(y-h )+|f(f

i*ere

0^

(3Ja3)

+ ^H^oifih

-sj^

3.ol5(3û)“%, crj' = 1,65(10)°%, Cai = 41,,003¾ C@3 s »0o0ï^î8

% “ 0,s^» e2g “ 0«12» %t » 0.23» ¥ is tte wind speed in toots, f =3 3¾¾
ató er

^ ^ are the Rl® values of

and ^ respaeUvely»

Ih©n lotting R s 1 gi^es

q”e®

[n Uiof^W] ,

x*era ¥ is positiva for the upwind direction»

gg

^03ciW

The unaind-to-downwind ratio

’

5

lf Zí (oV

O"6

I - 2.Í

(3o3ol§)

grasing mfl@B %hß Iñrg® facets win- scatter mm m&v^ back
te th© radars sto© sorna of tte© @r© ‘d.awd teoadalda© The radar area, ©f ©
lirg© fMi plat© at

%II b© CT1

t> mera A ié

©f th© plate® H^wevar^ th@ plate will hav© a solid aBgl@ ba»iidtli p*®pertioMl t© A m ^ so that tee overlapping ©f patterns of faceta of dif¬
ferent BlëpoB will dscreas© aa the facet

increaseso This compensates

for the isicr©aaiiig mhie of fae©t araâ with sig© m that the seeIIä facete
ar© ©quallj signifient contributors to the total radar a rm&
Th© calculatioEi of O'“0 for larg© depression angles aasraea that the
phâs@s of the scattered Waves « random, so that the powers ma^b© sddad dir*®

ï li

ectlyo ^Iso it assumes that multiple reflections ©m b©‘ nsglaeted f©r
k$° & d <
i

©inca it is mry imppQhäfol& that there will b© wav© slopss

/gpsater thm

For small facets at large dspression angles m ha?^^ fnm

equations C3o3ol) œl (3o3o2)p an average valu© indspenderat of d®pr©@si®
6
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<T fh®ss facets tov© the sma© radar crass section for an area
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The ge»tzy of Flg0 26 le used^ ifher© the line OF is th@ lisia of st©@psst

D
1 i

I M

ascent on tlie facets aid the direction cosines ©f tlie mm normal with r©«
88%i
0®
1/
spect t© te© facet asee© ^ § j ^ s er© l
$ y respectivelj0 With this
í;a¿t>/S» fi-I" ■« ÄCra
&««rw» vebvdtt
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!
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i= ■ .

-Pa-i
.'.fâVO U

d«.
.U9

^
wîfâre B'5'

»

,

C“

and

(A/

0.30»)

and C are tte xddth and lajgth of tte

f®c©t r@spectiT©ljô îf all of the facet orientations are equally proMbî®
th© swage

orom

section for large facets Hill be
±

<T~

..1

Since the.aquET'© is the average ©f all rectangular shapes^ this &m b© r@™
dncsd t©

'

'

,

(3.3.a)

wher©

B, - (kw)
and ths 1¾ ’s

;

(3e3o22)

ara tabulated in the literature [ldl„ Tte mæaation is

plotted in Figo 2Ja How substitutißg equations (3o3al3) and (3630gl) into
equation (3»3»i) giv$s
a

r

j N(A)dfi ! d P I pU, pcráeí 8

(3«3>23)

Approximating noma of the resulting integrals by their asyiptotie esçansio®
lemds to

£=&) I (f
•Aere

e„

oai. g' sOOl* ^ and the £MfH iíWeiTO Ô aM '

A o If it is assnmed that

,

(3.3.3)

then it ia possible to œl>ra equation (3»3a2i() £or <T^ aa a üjœtlon of
tba various param®ters0 If ths facets are oriented with the xdnds a. »r@
eorapaot form eaa be obtained for cr/ 0 For this casQ W0 hâm thÿ ggQm3Ísw
of

Fige 23 sud

°¡ás t f^N(A)4fií
ã

.»•ï

~eo

V

U/g

K)

r^j-

Æ

w-'

/ Ùa%gg)

u-

tMeàs if we assisriîe the sousa?® as ® average of all ^©©tengiilis* shspe'e^-

■

^/= ^f^AXM{«UA f

(3.3.26)

*AH

*“■*

&”TiiW£ ^ {•••} •
Fer «31 fac®ta kha scattering is assuraad tete irÄpandaat of il®p8 so that
jfP<Í3«%M7 '
äßd Srcm equation (3.3,1)

which toadte t@

Ö03.28)

<’lííV
qj^i j n $4ifí)áñ?
ña

Ö.JoS?)

o-= < * r;. 7.^ [ r (fe«.4**
rÄ^*
where

^,-^)-0.3.50)

JO
is’

*?

(3.3.3¾¾)

>

Äs(3.^^)
^
e-8^

ÖS3S3»)
[%(oí-o- fe (,-^-¾).

(3o3o3M)
Sh© fasst theory predicts m approîdratsly Cteuisien 'wiatiOE sf w"ù
tlth deprsssioa angls nsar normal ineädsnot* and ao varlatioa látSi asgl® at
grasiag incidence^ miah a&ms with tha experlissatal data, 5ta comot ft«quency dependence is included ia the yr-¡ aeeumption. Ths polarisation ds=
psHäescQ is explained quijlitatively by the iUunination of the facets by th®
intsrferases Isbas, The variation of V»aHíSV» öVSösa u.t-34*^
-
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¿ä j.?—
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ysig;

{fj^ÄSU
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-?a^

slss explafeeds altheogh the prsdictad tipBiaét&»d0íñiwi0d ratio is miseh
3“.allôî=

th«f. the «aaursd Talus® This thaory givs® a variation of CT3' ps?©=

psrtiorial to the triad speed to the S/ll"?®®' Sor small dapresgioa ssgl«® ®M
inwieSy'TOsrtios®! to the wind speed at larga aag&s* This vopaaito®
is is good agrsesat with the existing eapertaesstal dataa The fecat thessj
has not fessa gjctsMed to espiáis» the fluctuations ©f clutter in terms of th®

zmûom propsrt-ias of the facet slops a 6

I .f I

ks caomi) orneia itoor-hs»
Sliáítlv Rgat»h Surf anas.

Oes theory of ground clutter ©osslderg the swfae© @f the earth t©
fe® almost smooth (er only slightly rough) [a0

2z]a

Fn® variatioBs ef te

height of the sarfae© abcwe s plans sr§ assumed to bs r-ssiâesi and a® rsu^»
nasa i@ d©serib@d by a roughness distribution fuaetioa which is
or@r

m

m

swerag®

ansetifel® of siratlsr sarfsses® It is assumed that the ¡wsraga distaae®

feotegn Mils is large and that the swfaca is »©«a @xe©pt far -those
so that tfea slops ef the surface is imaii ©v®ry*@r@e ika seatt«a?@d' fieM ■
is s®mimad to eonsist s? a agries of plans Daves« Ths baek-seatterga pwœ
fr« « elaœantal area of th® surface is determined aegisetiag M^jsr order
boundary conditions^, and the radar crass section is detomlnsd by iEta«»
grating ©ver the entire sssrfa&so
ft® altitude of a point

(ssy) in a largo square af side L eaa be mpMOod
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Th© TOighasss distribution function is giron by
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)- (^\ < Pilin')P^ímjM»
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„ Sines the Fourier coefilclsni® ars la-

depsodtets
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This tfeso^- sceoiîïite for the polarization depsadsi«? with tà® T fiæs»tiens of aquations CfeolalSa) and (IjololSblo The theory also explains the '
variation of CT'1 with depression angle reasonably well fe®* smooth surfaces
such as concrete end asphalt roads i? the propar ground constants are diosas,
However* mare information is needed about the electrical properties of ttó
•rarîoua terrains encountered. The variation ©f

«r9 with surface roughness
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the vaidation of <T° is proportional to

X

regardless of incidence angle 9

which explains the measurements at small depression angles but not those at
large angles0 The theory does not include variations in çr0 xdth wind speed
or angle and has not been extended to describe the observed clutter fluctua»
iîonso

îio2 Thin Lossy Cylinders 0
An attempt has been made to describe the scattering from certain
types of ground (tall grass^ for example) by considering the ground to be soffit
posed of many thin lossy cylinders [21J0 It is assumed that these cylinders
ara distributed over the surface with a prescribed probability distribution
for the orientations of the axeso It is assumed that the diameters of the
cylinders are less than a wavelength and that the cylinders are sufficiently
long and lossy to prevent reflection from the underlying ground0 It is as¬
sumed that the attenuation is exponential with depth and is due to the re«*
siativity of the cylinders0

In other words the attenuation due to scattering

is neglected«
To calculate G”0 3 it Is assumed that the surface consists of an array
of eylinderso The incident field on a single cylinder is calculated and
solved into eompDUsniiBj parallel and noi’mal to the cylinder axis« The bound¬
ary conditions are then applied to find the field and current distributions
in, the cylinder a The horizontal component of the r‘ield scattered from a single
cylinder is determined*, and these components are summed over all cylinders
to give the radar cross section*
Consider a single cylinder whose orientation is specified by the unit
vector W in the Xj ê/ direction0 For horizontal polarizations the incident
field Is
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Khers the projection of the cylinder on the a axis is limited t&
B0

is the arüplitade ar.d o¿

0 &

is the attenuation constant»

ThS total ñslá is Teso:Lved int0 components paraHel and perpendicular
to the cylinder arle asid the fields inside and outside the cylinder
matched using boundary conditions» For boundary conditions it is assured
that the tangential component of £ is continuous and the ratio of the normal
components of £ is 2./(^et) «here ff, is the dielectric constant of the
cylindero Thus the field in the conductor is
a,.?.?)
the current distribution is

^ [o-- ^co£o (£, _ ,>] £t|
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and the horizontal .component of the scattered field is
f
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«here R is the distance foetnean the radar and the cylinders,

is a unit

in the scattering direction and f specifies the position of the
■element 4!/<,

If the cylinder diameter is less than the wavelength and the
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The radar area is given by
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TAore PCs) is the square of the amplitude of Efe/E0 multiplied by the
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^ ^ ^-«uere par man area and averaged over the angtóar distribution
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Of cylinders, using the weighting function
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A ^ the cross sectional area of the cylinder, N is the nu4>er of cylinders

per unit area, £,+^ £,. is the complex dielectric constant and ¿- Is the
aepvh at which the incident field is reduced'to, ± tinas its value at tha
surfacöo
• This theory agrees roughly with the measured f '

dependence of cr"

on frequency from some specific types of terrain if the constants involving
the electrical characteristics of the ground are property sefeetedo The
polarisation dependence is explained by the attenuation faction of equation,
"<Uo8)- ^ VarJation 0f

^ depression angle is reasonably well <fc=

scribed for properly chosen ground constants. More information is required
on the actual constats for various types of terrain. The theory does not
explain the variation of CTe with wind speed or dix^ection. The theory does
not explain the effect of surface roughness because it is based upon the as¬
sumption that the tops of all cylinders lie in a horizontal plane. The
theory has not been developed to describe the observed clutter fluctuations.
5d0

MSCELLMEQUS MODELS FOR GROÍTO RETUPl'M,

Several ¡,edsls have been suggested to partially explain the reflections
31

vJhieh occur from particular types of terrain» Since these a re referred to
occasionally in the literature* they are included here for completeness.
These models assume the surface either has simple statistical properties er
oonsists of arrays of objects of simple shape*
^

Described by .Lambertos Law*
Often, for rough surfaces the reflected light can be described by

Lambert’s Law Í23J;, the reflected craves being given by
P'- K^.9,
Khere K is a constant and 9

{0olci}

is the grazing angle.

If $0 is the power

density in the incident wave* the incident power on an area h ia

P¿ - Sç, A

C5oi,s)

and the reflected power density at unit distance is

c

Sr'"

.,-.

S A
•
~ip^r
K4^-?e,

(5,1,3)

so that

cr-

KAslÍ^-íq ,

(5, loli)
and the normalised radar cross section is
0~ô “ K

„

ÍSol,5)

The only frequamgr and polarization dependence is that given by the re¬
flection coefficient, and the depression angle dependence of
agree with measurements made at small angles.

does not

The theory does not explain .

•ohe effects of wind or surface roughness and cannot describe the fluctuations
which existo

5°2 iHg-PAglinsional Array of Spheres,
xms moael considers the ground tobe made up of a two dimensional
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array of aphoras which reradiate equally in all directions, are indepandent
of the incident angle and are randomly distributed in height so that the re■

.

-1.

fleeted powars v®n, w« «duêu aXgôbrsxeaHy ^23*| o
The power incident

an area H containing f4 spheres per unit area all

haTing a cross-sectional area A ^ will be

ï

Pr- saAj¡¡\.

($.2.1)

Sines- each sphere raraOates isotropically, the reflected power density at
unit distança is
'¿JIM

{$.1.2)

ao that th© radar area is ■
C$.2o3}

=

D

H - Constet,,

(5.2.¾)

This theory ^vqb a value ©f O”6 which is indspendæit of frsqueasy'and
fite certain types of rough terrain. However,, it predicts a radar rotas
which is independent of palsrisation, depression angle, wind and surface
roughness, and therefore does not e-plsin the nessured results, it also decs

I ■ S!

not ©3<plaisi observed clutter fluctuations 0’
3

Bimsneional

i&rmo

This model considers the ground to b ® inada up of a thr-e diransional
array of spheres separated almost equally m all. directions [23].

The spheres

are randomly placed so that their reflected powers. can bs added algebraically.
Ine power incident in an area A will be
fsí O °i\

P-- C â .
'

wners

i

-'OÏS

is th® incident power density and

& is the depression angls« If
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aphere rntfeste a fraction ¡ of the « incident ^ it, ell gpfees
are identical, there srs bo multiple reflections,, smd ths
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*9?s H g is a geafisteieal area of the seattsw» Cosi&inisg the tes vates
of ssatterer deasity aM eeattsre? area gives ths foilawing fonr values for

IMs fflodtl gives a fÿsquaa^r depeadeace which wies a»ea

ts X" ^ -

ïte variation with pslarization is givss bj the reaeetion coefficient» but
thar© ie no variation with depraesion angla and no depamdeneg noon external
xsstsrg gush ss the '»Indo The radar srsa predicted by tais »del dep&nds upon
constants (Cs Pe) which have not yet been evaluated,, This evaluation pra-

TOM toa ««»pushed by fitting the theory to measured data.

ala ííisdel ustswrúB tht surfao® has a Qausslm Slope distrtbatása
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ttom tbs probabilîiy density of thaas slopes is
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If th® soesnd dertestiTOs ars statistically independent ©f the first dæ4m=.
tiiraãj then the probability that a raftoeting point exists in tte area is 4
0
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ïf the slopes are normally distributed about sera uith equal variances and «ara
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the reflected wave can bs considered to consist of a coherent má an incoherent componente

Both components are concentrated in a cone with an angla

determined by the ratio

ol/\

0 If this angla is small
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For the case of a toit rough Surface
S,îrfaC@ Slßpe is sman 80

, - TíV'*-/^

(|>
cr»A .

It is assumed that the

there is no shadowing.

It is then assumed that

the probabUity distribution in height at a distance r from a giTOn ^fage
point ^

is centered shout T».

for r small, is centered about ^. ô

foi?

r large^ and Is ©xpreseed. 'm
i-3.
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Thii Has the same autecorce^tion faction as that giTOa irt Siuatioa {5,1,0)
for the slightly rough surface and & ads t®

o^ev"*--

V w'^cT)], eAll)

if ^ aasums, as before, mat the radiation ig confined to a small «se ®«t
tbs direction of specular refisctioiî.
For the case of back scattering the incident power is
fl U

wnP- 5

(5,0,12)

and tha reflected fieM at the transmitter is
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(SAa)

lihaiTOrr»
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ttre ^ne transmitter

o-~*f *

M ,

if me antenna pattern is uniform and confined to a small azimuth angla #
and a small, elevation angle $ , and it is assumed that variations in range.
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R ï affect only-the phase ¿ then the statistical description of the surface
given by Equation (5o6o10) for a rough surface gives
^ *

THJF^rnFT Csc $

G-'t-ftwr*

y

and cross-section per unit area is

rß - ff ^ ext* (r-èí -torPr j .
For
of

<*-/$■«

60°

and

(s^}

10 g this calculation fits observed data between depression angles
90°$ but* not at low depression angle So

6o0 CONCLUSION*
existing theories can be divided into two general categories

The

thaories of the first group postulate a relatively simple mathematical modal
to describe the reflecting surfaces and proceed with a more

w less rigorous

solution of the reflection and scattering from the surface«

ïhe theories of

the .second group describo the surface in Jert© of maasurable quantities^ and
proceed to solve the problem of reflection and scattering from that surface
In general* the-theories o' the first group provide good solutions of rfes
electromagnetic problem of scattering and reflection from the hypothesized
surfacec, but the particular surface rsdels often.bear little resemblance te
the actual surface of the earth«

On the other hand, the theories of the

second group encounter difficult problems rhea they attempt to find rigsrous
solutions from the electromagnetic field, but t^y have the advantage that*
since they are formulated in terms of measurable surf^e o ,antities» their
results can be more easily relatedto exporimantal data« :
evaluation or comparison of the exi: ^ing theories is hairpersd by the
fact that there is an insufficient quantity of e uerimental data with which
to compare the theories to check their validity»

For sea. clutter, the facet

aajaaaiHgagflBBBiBSga

tîieory appears to be a mere satisfactory explanación of radar back-scattering
than either the corrugated surface or drop tbroriss*
plains. th® frequency

The facet theory ex¬

v ariation better than the drop theory,, it provides a '

polarisation dependence which tb.s corrugated surf';ce theory neglects^, it
accousts for the up«iad-down>dnd ratio which the other two thsoriss do net
explain,, and it gives quantitative results on the variation with wind «ich
the other theories do not provid®»

Sha facet theory has not been extended |«s

include the variation of radar area with tins due to the fluctuations of th®
facet slopsSo

_

_

- •

For ground clutter^ no theories have teen devised which include an ap¬
preciable proportion of the existing types of earth surface

The twö theories

^foxeh seani x-o be most successful in their particular applications are tht
slightly rough suriaca theory applied to very smooth surfaces such as con™
crate or asphalt roadss and the lossy cylinder theory which can be applied to
fields of tall grass0

At the present time a general theory does not exist

wnieh can adequately describe the radar cross section of a general
in terms of the measurable physical properties c** th© area0
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Oround return, short dry grass and weeds.
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Uroi. .id return, short di’y grass0
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